
 
 

Modeler Allrounder kit Neo TRN.1 & TRN.2 
 
FREIGHT 
Customer piece of mind by sending your investment  Australia Post Track & Trace with options for 
insured and non-insured transit. 
 
Why not purchase a Introduction Modeler Allrounder kit that has been hand selected for 
optimization of the products selected in each kit offered, with over 30yrs experience we know these 
products work together well. 
 
Modeler Allrounder kit Neo TRN.1 & TRN.2 
Products Included one of each: 
*Iwata Neo Trigger HP.TRN1 
*Iwata Neo Trigger HP.TRN2 
*Iwata IS.875 Smartjet Pro Compressor ( Includes 3mtr braided hose ) 
*Iwata Cleaning Station 
*Iwata Disconnect Set 
*Iwata Male Disconnect 
*Pistol Grip Moisture Filter x 2 
*Wicked Colors 60ml Primary Set 1 
*Autoborne 60ml Sealer  6001 White 
*Autoborne 60ml Sealer  6002  Black 
*Autoborne 60ml Sealer  6004  Yellow 
*Autoborne 60ml Sealer  6006  Red 
*Autoborne 60ml Sealer  6009  Process Blue 
*Autoborne 60ml Sealer  6013  Silver 
*Wicked Colors 60ml Pearl White 
*Wicked Colors  60ml Pearl Black 
*Wicked Colors  60ml Pearl Yellow 
*Wicked Colors  60ml Pearl Red 
*Wicked Colors  60ml Pearl Blue 
*Wicked Colors  60ml Metallic Silver 
*240ml 5618 Airbrush Cleaner 
*240ml 4012 High Performance Reducer 
 
*Iwata Neo Trigger HP.TRN1  ( Easy to learn ) 
Capable of a Hairline to a 3/4” fan pattern 
This airbrush is a .35mm which comes in Iwata Box packing with foam insert to ensure no damage 
can be done to your investment. 
Also included is nozzle spanner for nozzle removal. 
*Features a unique 0.35-mm needle and nozzle combination for finer detail spraying and medium-
sized spray patterns. 
*Includes interchangeable large 1/3 oz. (10cc) and medium 1/16 oz. (2cc) cups designed with a 
funnel shape, which makes for easy clean-up and more efficient paint flow. 



*Preferred when working in small- to medium-sized areas with small amounts of paint, the gravity-
feed trigger airbrush performs well at lower air pressures, which helps create greater detail. 
*Applications include: cake decorating, fine art, crafts, cosmetics, miniature hobbies, bakery crafts, 
hobbies, finger nail art, photo retouching, illustration 
 
*Iwata Neo Trigger HP.TRN2  ( Easy to learn ) 
Capable of a Detail to a 1.5” fan pattern 
This airbrush is a .5mm which comes in Iwata Box packing with foam insert to ensure no damage can 
be done to your investment. 
Also included is nozzle spanner for nozzle removal. 
*Features a 0.5-mm needle and nozzle combination for high-performance, general-purpose, high-
paint flow spraying and wider spray patterns. 
*Includes a 1/4 oz. (7cc) and 1/2 oz. (15cc) gravity side-feed cup and a 1 oz. (30cc) Iwata Big Mouth 
Bottle. (Also compatible with other sizes of Big Mouth Bottles and Iwata bottles.) 
*When working in medium- to large-sized areas with larger amounts of paint, a side-feed trigger 
airbrush is preferred. 
*Applications include: model railroad, general hobbies, custom automotive graphics, rc bodies, 
airbrush tanning, fine art, plastic models, body art, cosmetics 
 
*Iwata IS.875 Smartjet Pro Compressor  
* 1yr Australia Wide Warranty 
* Includes 3mtr Braided Hose 
Intelligent Power: Featuring Iwata’s Smart Technology, the Smart Jet Pro compressor is perfect for 
the occasional and professional artist doing general airbrush applications. It’s powerful, compact, 
reliable and quiet. 
*Compressor shuts itself off automatically when not in use 
*Zero-maintenance, oil-less piston air compressor 
*Built-in airbrush holder 
*Protective Outer Case 
*Moisture filter with Air Regulator and Gauge (also prevents pulsation) 
*Bleed valve adjustment to release moisture 
*High-strength polyurethane hose fits Iwata airbrushes 
*On/off switch 
*Size: 10.1 x 9.5 x 5.5 in (25.7 x 24.1 x 14 cm) 
*Smart Jet Technology 
*Less heat-related moisture build-up 
*Produces full-capacity air on demand 
*Reduces running time 
*Less motor wear means longer compressor life 
*Inherently quieter in public environments 
*Trialled with both Neo TRN1 & TRN2 we got Max 30psi 
 
*Iwata Cleaning Station 
A must for keeping your area free of unwanted paint and cleaner, simply place the airbrush into the 
opening in the plastic top and spray into that for airbrush cleaning. 
Has a glass jar for easy cleaning with an outer protective plastic cover, the top of the unit has a 
cradle which may be used as an airbrush holder. 
 
*Iwata Disconnect Set 
Male attaches to the airbrush or Iwata airbrush accessories such as pistol grip moisture filter & mac 
valve, the female attaches to the Iwata airbrush hose. 



*Wipes up with Artool Studio Wipes 

This allows quick changes of airbrushes or for packing down after use 
 
*Iwata Male Only Disconnect  
Male attaches to the second airbrush as to complete an exchangeable airbrush situation 
 
*Pistol Grip Filter 
Designed for all Iwata airbrushes, the moisture trap is the last line of defence from moisture entering 
your airbrush, has a moisture release valve as does a moisture trap. 
 
 
*Wicked Colors 60ml Primary Set 1 
 * 5 Base Colours Black,White,Yellow,Red,Blue + 4012 Reducer  
*Wicked Colors Is a water-based basecoat system of automotive grade qualities. 
*Non—toxic / and more environmentally friendly than any solvent paint system. 
*No working windows 
*Clean up with water first then 4012 High Performance Reducer or 5618 Airbrush Cleaner 

*What you paint is exactly what you get when clearcoat is applied 
*Clearcoat whenever your finished 
*Clear with any automotive two pack clears, marine clears, most acrylic lacquer clears, epoxy and       
more.. 
*Also suitable to Fabrics,Lycra,Hats,T-Shirts,Canvas,Boots,to full automotive and more. Heat cure for 
washable results 
 
*Autoborne Sealers By Auto-Air Colors 
60ml Colours Included White,Black,Yellow,Red,Process Blue & Silver 
Water-based undercoats of automotive grade pigment, use for covering full items after sanding with 
600 gritt wet and dry, not suited to raw metal. 
Reduce with 4012 High Performance Reducer by approx 25% for the airbrush in this kit or more if 
required. 
Can be used with 1.2mm & 1.3mm sprayguns for larger surface areas. 13 colours available why?  
Match an undercoat colour closest to the intended top coat colour for incredible results with less 
paint required for top coats. May also add 10% 4030 mixing additive for a water based urethane that 
equals a solvent based systm. 
See bottom of page for more details: 
 
*Wicked Colors 60ml Peal Colours 
 * Colours include White,Black,Yellow,Red,Blue & Metallic Silver  
*Wicked Colors Is a water-based basecoat system of automotive grade qualities. 
*Non—toxic / and more environmentally friendly than any solvent paint system. 
*No working windows 
*Clean up with water first then 4012 High Performance Reducer or 5618 Airbrush Cleaner 
*Wipes up with big wipes 
*What you paint is exactly what you get when clearcoat is applied 
*Clearcoat whenever your finished 
*Clear with any automotive two pack clears, marine clears, most acrylic lacquer clears, epoxy and       
more.. 
*Also suitable to Fabrics,Lycra,Hats,T-Shirts,Canvas,Boots,to full automotive and more. Heat cure for 
washable results 
 
*240ml  4012 HP Reducer 



Add approx 20% or more if required to mix all Wicked Colors for airbrushing, may also be used as a 
final clean up to remove colours. 
 
*240ml 5618 Airbrush Cleaner 
Generally used in-between colour changes to flush out existing colour ready for a change, may also 
be used as a final clean 
 
 

 


